
Math 262 — 21 October 2019

Let  represent the number of insurance policies sold by an agent in a day. The moment 

generating function of  is                                     , for       . 

Calculate the standard deviation of  .

3.

Suppose that  , the number of chips awarded in the game Plinko, has the following 

distribution:

1.

 1 2 3 4 5

    .03 .15 .35 .34 .13

What are two ways of simulating values of  in R?

#simulate number of Plinko chips
chips <- NULL #list of results
for(i in 1:1000000){
  u <- runif(1)
  if(u < 0.03) {
    c <- 1 #one Plinko chip
  } else if(u < 0.18) {
    c <- 2
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Use simulation to estimate the mean and standard deviation of  .

 $0 $100 $500 $1000 $10,000

    .39 .03 .11 .24 .23

Suppose that  , the winnings for one chip in Plinko, has the following distribution:2.

Write a simulation of Plinko in R, taking into account both the number of chips a contestant 

earns and the amount of money won on each chip.

    c <- 2
  } else if(u < 0.53) {
    c <- 3
  } else if(u < 0.87) {
    c <- 4
  } else {
    c <- 5
  }
  chips[i] <- c # store the result in our list
}
hist(chips)
print(mean(chips))
print(sd(chips))

# simulate winnings in Plinko
winnings <- NULL
for(i in 1:10000){
  numchips <- sample(1:5, 1, replace=TRUE, c(.03, .15, .35, .34, .13))
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What is the probability that a contestant wins more than $11,000?

Suppose that the number of customers buying flash drives in a store each week has a Poisson 

distribution with mean 80. Further suppose that the revenue per customer has the following 

distribution:

3.

 10 15 20 25 30

    .05 .10 .35 .40 .10

Use simulation to estimate the mean revenue per week. Then estimate the probability that the 

weekly revenue is at least $1800.

  numchips <- sample(1:5, 1, replace=TRUE, c(.03, .15, .35, .34, .13))
  amounts <- sample(c(0, 100, 500, 1000, 10000), numchips, replace=TRUE, c(.39, .03, .11, .24, .23))
  winnings[i] <- sum(amounts) # total for this game, store in winnings list
}
hist(winnings)

sum(winnings > 11000)
mean(winnings > 11000)

# number of customers who purchase flash drives (see Exercise 134)
rpois(1,80)

# simulate profit from 10000 customers
revenue <- NULL
vals <- seq(10,30,5)
probs <- c(.05,.10,.35,.40,.10)
for(i in 1:10000){
  num_custs <- rpois(1,80)
  rev <- sample(vals, num_custs, TRUE, probs)
  revenue[i]<-sum(rev)
}
mean(revenue)
sd(revenue)
mean(revenue >= 1800)
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